
Dominion: Alchemy In shrink £14.50
Expansion for the 2009 Spiel des Jahres. You need either the base set or the Intrigue set to make use 
of this. The set includes 12 new sets of cards, as well as a new base treasure type: the Potion.The new 
cards need to be purchased with potions as well as gold, and allow some interesting and powerful effects.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 4 2,3,4 10

Dominion: Cornucopia In shrink £16.00
Expansion set for Dominion (which you will need to make use of this). 13 new sets of Kingdom cards are 
included, along with 5 special 'prize' cards. The cards in this set encourage players to diversify their 
decks in order to gain the full capability of these cards. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 2 4 2,3,4 10

Dominion: Governor Promo Card In shrink £1.50
A set of 11 promo cards for Dominion. This is the German version of the Governor. The text is in 
German. You could instead use them as 'blank cards' and paste them up with home printed English 
versions of a promo card or a card of your own design.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 2 4 2,3,4 10

Dominion: Guilds In shrink £17.50
Expansion for the award winning deck building game - you will need a set with the base cards to make use 
of this. This set adds 13 new Kingdom cards to Dominion, with a theme of the various professions. It 
includes coins which can be saved and used in future turns, and some cards can be made more powerful 
by spending more than they cost when buying them. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 2 4 2,3,4 8

Dominion: Set of Base cards Good £12.50
This is not a complete game, but rather a set of the base cards for Dominion (Copper, Silver, Gold, 
Platinum, Estate, Duchy, Province, Colony, Curse, Potion.) These can be used in various ways: Add to other 
base sets to enable 5-6 player games, or enable play with any expansion without access to a base set, or 
to replace worn out cards from a well used base set. Play using the prosperity only Platinum and Colony is 
also now possible without having to own Prosperity itself. These cards also have all new full-card 
artwork.

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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